Moodle 3.7 upgrade
What’s new?

Visible to staff and students by 9.12.19
WHAT’S NEW?

1. Dashboard - sort and manage units
2. Improvements to forums tool
3. Improvements to group messaging
4. Improvements to learning analytics and privacy
5. Rich media for student feedback and assignments
6. Enabling hurdle function to be delivered in gradebook (2020)
7. Minor changes and improvements
WHAT’S NEW?
Dashboard - sorting and managing of units

- View as tiles or summaries
- Select number of units to view
- Favourite units you access frequently
- New options for filtering and sorting
- Customisable blocks for Starred units and Recent units
- Recent Items block
WHAT'S NEW?

Improvements to forums tool

- Add discussions on the same page
- Quickly reply inline ⇒ see 1
- Star and sort discussions ⇒ see 2
- Reply privately (academics)
- Manually lock threads (academics)
WHAT’S NEW?

Improvements to group messaging

- New interface: Messaging drawer
- Muting and deleting of group messages
- Personal space for notes, links and reminders in the Messaging drawer
WHAT’S NEW?

Improvements to learning analytics and privacy

Analytics

● New models and targets
● Ability to create, delete, import, export and rename models

Privacy

● Bulk actions
● Data export and deletion
WHAT’S NEW?

Rich media for student feedback and assignments

- Add audio and video directly to feedback when marking assignments using the Atto text editor
- Upload files inline as a part of feedback
WHAT’S NEW?

Enabling hurdles functionality

- New conditional criteria to enable the introduction of hurdles.
- An improved user experience for the Gradebook setup.
- To be delivered as a part of the Marking Management project (in early 2020)

Note: proposed design only - elements may change
WHAT’S NEW?
Minor changes and improvements

● Clear an attempt on multiple choice questions in Quiz
● Rotate PDFs in Assignment annotation window
● Improved printing for Books
For more information

- Register for a “What’s new” webinar session
- Contact Monash Education Innovation for any project enquiries or to submit a FAQ.
- If you have any Faculty specific questions please contact your Faculty Learning Administrator.
- For Moodle technical support, please contact the Service Desk.